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Beauty members for the week of flying at Leeton
held in late November.
•

PRESIDENT’S
COLUMN

After the poor gliding season last summer,
consequent to fires and smoke, this season has been
off to an excellent start with record flights from Mt
Beauty and other sites.
The club fleet has grown further with the recent
arrival of Mart Bosman’s LS6 glider, imported from
Belgium. The LS6 is a high performance glider (with
a glide ratio of 40:1) with flaps; and filled the first 3
places in the 1987 World Championships held at
Benalla. Mart has already completed some good
cross-country flights and is very keen to do more.
The syndicate ordered ASK21M (2 seater glider with
a retracting engine) is nearly complete and is
scheduled for shipment from Germany to Melbourne
in mid-January.
We (thanks Ian, Mike and Bill) recently completed an
intensive 5 day conversion course for three
paraglider pilots to gliders. One day was lost to poor
weather. Congratulations to Craig Collings who went
solo, and to Viv Williams and Ted Jenkins who only
require to complete some more circuits. All three
pilots have joined the club.

Michael Sommer, current World Open Class
Gliding Champion, who dropped in to Mt Beauty
in a Ventus on the 24th of November.

The progress report on the proposed club hangar is
not so positive, with no further response from the
Alpine Shire to our planning permit application.
However, we hear on the grapevine that the Shire
has been working on securing the airfield boundary
close to our intended hangar site, is considering
raising the general ground level there to avoid
flooding and has commissioned a survey of the
general area to be occupied by our hangar and other
hangars for which planning permit applications have
been lodged.
At the end of another generally very good year for
MBGC, we can say a hearty thank you to particular
members of the Mt Beauty community who have
generously supported us over a long period of time. I
refer to Don and Angie Rigoni who have allowed us
to use their paddock to site our winch. This has
allowed us to get much higher launches and
improved our chances of getting long flights for over
25 years. Sincere thanks from MBGC and all our
pilots to you Don and Angie.
Sincere thanks also to Phill Glasson who has had to
resign as Ground Maintenance Coordinator due to
his move to Canberra, taking on a new job.
Finally, I wish all members a happy festive season
and an excellent year of soaring in 2008.

Welcome also to new Social Members:
•

Peter Skinner, of The Rock, who has joined the
Club as a Social Member. Peter joined Mount
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President
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Operations
Winch Engine Stalls
Occasionally our winch engine can stall when the
throttle is advanced at the beginning of the launch. If
this occurs the winch driver must presume that the
glider has overrun the cable at the launch point and
reestablish contact with the launch controller. He
must then start the launch procedure from scratch
and get positive confirmation from the launch point
that the glider is ready or not to commence the
launch again. Failure to do this could put the glider
and the person reattaching the cable to the glider at
risk.
Likewise the person reattaching the cable should not
touch it until positive communication with the winch
driver has been reestablished and it is confirmed that
the cable can be reattached.

Carriage of UHF Radios
It is vital that airborne gliders monitor launching
operations to ensure that they are aware of any
launches that are proceeding. Since the launching
commands are given on UHF, it is mandatory that
gliders carry a functional UHF radio and that pilots
monitor launch calls.

Ops Normal Calls
We operate over some of the most rugged terrain in
Australia and we have a duty to keep track of our
gliders. Pilots also have a responsibility to let a
responsible person know that they are operating
normally.
So I want to introduce a system whereby any
airborne glider that is not in the circuit area give a call
to “Mt Beauty Gliding Ground” either on UHF or on
VHF (126.70 Mhz) stating “Registration / Ops
Normal / position / altitude” on the hour every hour.
If you can’t get a reply because you are shielded by
hills, or too far away, ask another glider to relay your
“Ops Normal” call. The Duty Pilot should then record
those brief details – Time / Registration / Position /
Altitude - on the back of the flight sheet.

Hangar Rash
We all know that hangars are relatively crowded
places and we have to be careful moving our gliders
around. Because of their long wings it is difficult for
one person to judge wing clearances from walls and
from other aircraft and vehicles kept in the hangar.
So to minimise and eliminate dents, dings, scratches
and scrapes always aim to have a person on each
wing tip as well as the person pushing on the
fuselage. Always move our gliders slowly and if there
is any doubt about clearances – STOP and
investigate.
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Cars in the Hangar
Our agreement with the Hangar Syndicate precludes
having private cars in the hangar. Sometimes we
have used private cars to tow gliders into the hangar
at the end of operations for the day. My view is that it
is easy to stop the towing car outside the hangar, turn
the glider around and then push it by hand into its
place in the hangar.
Landing Downwind
When we operate, the prevailing wind at Mt Beauty is
usually from the north or north-west.
It has been standard practice to land on runway 14 at
Mt Beauty to save having to push gliders back to the
launch point. If pushed to far, however, this practice
can be hazardous to gliders and crews for obvious
reasons. So, to improve safety, the following rules
have to be observed.
•

Unless specifically authorised by the duty
instructor on the day, all landings have to be
made on runway 32.

•

If the wind strength component from the northwest exceeds 5 kt, all landings have to be made
on runway 32.

•

If the landing is made on runway 14, the glider
has to touchdown before the start of the sealed
section of the runway, and the glider has to come
to rest at least 50 m before the fence line. The
landing roll should be judged so that the use of
wheel brake is not required. Veer to the left onto
the grass to assist deceleration and clear the
runway if necessary.

It is always a requirement that before entering the
downwind leg of the circuit for any landing, that the
pilot carefully assess the wind strength and direction
to ensure that a safe low ground speed landing can
be made. Always make this a definite and positive
part of your pre landing preparation. If in doubt
request a wind report from Mt Beauty Gliding base. If
you are unsure about the strength of a North –
northwesterly wind always land on rwy 32.
Comply with these rules and keep our operation safe.

GFA Membership
The Club is not permitted under GFA rules to give
instruction to or allow members to fly solo unless they
are financial members of the GFA. Members are
requested to be fastidious in renewing their GFA
membership when due. Failure to do so invalidates
all our insurances.
We now have a few members having expired 3
month GFA memberships. Please check your expiry
date and make sure that you have valid membership
when you fly. Also all GFA members now require
valid medical certification to fly as pilot-in-command.
See your renewal form and the GFA website for
details.
Ian Cohn
Chief Flying Instructor
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Secretary’s Say
Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General
Meeting of the Mount Beauty Gliding Club is
scheduled for Sunday the 27th of January, 2008, at
135 Simmonds Creek Road, Tawonga South,
commencing at 09:15 hours.
Nominations for Committee Positions
If you want to nominate any Associate or Full
member for a committee position, the nomination,
seconded by another voting member, must be in the
hands of the Secretary by 17:00 hours on the 26th of
January, 2008.
Only financial Associate and Full Members have
voting rights for the election of members of the
Committee of Management.
Mike Pobjoy
Secretary

Editor’s Epistle
Gliding Club Visits
This season we anticipate having visits from:The Gliding Club of Victoria (Benalla) over the
Australia Day weekend 26-28 January 2008. (Yet to
be confirmed by GCV).
Geelong Gliding Club over the Labor Day holiday
weekend 8-10 March 2008.
VMFG and other clubs over Easter 21-29 March
2008.
Rumour has it that VMFG, the Geelong Gliding Club,
and Beaufort Gliding Club will be operating from
Wangaratta Airport over the Xmas / New year holiday
season.
Contributions to Alpine Flyer
This is your Newsletter, so let’s have your
contributions. Send them to the Editor at
glide@mtbeauty.com. Photographs, stories of your
gliding/aviation experiences, equipment reviews, and
“how I learned about flying from that” stories are all
welcome. If you can’t use email, send contributions
to the Editor at Box 486, Mt Beauty, VIC, 3699.

Treasurer’s Talk
Funding our Hangar
Donations – Pam Richards, a prominent member of
Adelaide Soaring Club, has launched our hangar
fund with a generous donation. Pam has visited Mt
Beauty a couple of times, most recently last Easter.
Thanks sincerely Pam for your contribution.
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Member Accounts in credit – Several members
have responded positively to our call to keep
accounts in credit by a generous amount. This
allows us to earn an interest rate of above 6% on our
funds which are placed in an Internet “at call”
account. We are currently deriving income of more
than $100 per month from our “At Call’ account. Our
private aircraft syndicates are also contributing by
keeping their funds in the club bank account.
We need every member to pull together on this one
to spread the load. So do your bit for the club and
keep your account in credit, preferably by a generous
amount.
Membership fees - The Committee has authorised a
preliminary increase in joining and annual fees to
Social $30 (annual only), Associate $60, and Full
$120. This will be charged on a preliminary basis
when annual fees are debited to accounts on the 1st
of January. Since the members have the final say on
these fees, there will be a motion put at the AGM on
27th January 2008 to ratify them.
Flying fees - The Committee is considering whether
flying fees should be changed or not. Flying fees
were last adjusted in January 2004. Any member
who would like to have input into the question of what
winch launch and flying fees should be is welcome to
make a submission to the Committee.
GFA Membership Forms
We have recently purchased one hundred prepaid
Introductory membership forms at $10 each for use
for AEFs. So please be careful not to waste these
forms. Members who supervise completion of the
GFA Introductory Membership forms are requested to
note the following points:•
•
•
•

Always witness the signature.
Always complete the Gliding Club (Mt Beauty)
Received By (Your initials) and Date activated
sections at the bottom of the form.
Tick the Student box if a Student
Always give the AEF person their copy of the
completed form labelled “Membership Card”
(Yellow copy).

Books
We have recently purchased a supply of “Basic
Gliding Knowledge” books and Pilot Log books from
GFA. If you need a copy of these they are available
from the Treasurer at $28 (BGK) and $5.00 (Pilot Log
Book).
Mt Beauty Foodworks "Spirit of the Community" fund
Mt Beauty Gliding Club points
were 3588 as at 24th of
December. We received a
donation from the community
fund of $28.52 in early December. When purchasing
any items from the Mt Beauty Foodworks
supermarket make sure that you put your points to
the Gliding Club – code 1060.
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Payments
The best way for members to deposit money into
their MBGC accounts is via internet banking or by
direct credit. This saves the Treasurer a trip to the
bank to deposit cheques and cash. When doing this
please remember to add your name to the deposit
details so that the Treasurer knows which account to
credit with the money.
The Club’s bank account details are:- Commonwealth
Bank; BSB 063 645 Account number 10038751.

Ian Cohn - Treasurer.
Michael Sommer with Mart and visitor from Germany, Erhardt.

Members and Friends News.
Allan Barnes Back in Town Briefly
Social member Allan Barnes is in Mt Beauty over
Christmas on his way to the Victorian State Gliding
Competition at Benalla. He reports that the
winter/spring soaring conditions in southern
Queensland were not as good this year due to more
rain than the previous season.
Allan has been selected for the Australian Club Class
team for the World Gliding Championships to be held
at Rieti, Italy next northern summer. Congratulations
Allan.
Mart’s LS6 in Mt Beauty
Mart Bosman has finally got his LS8 glider to Mt
Beauty after a saga with Australian Customs and two
trips to Melbourne. Mart’s problem is finding time to
fly it, since he is now building his new house in
Tawonga South.

Michael has since competed in the FAI World Grand
Prix championship at Omarama NZ where after a
couple of indifferent early daily places he rose to
claim 5th place out of the 18 competing pilots.

Maintenance Matters
Maintenance Coordinator
Since Phill Glasson has moved to Canberra and
resigned as Ground Equipment Maintenance
Coordinator, Bill Brooks has volunteered to step in
and take over. Thanks Phill for all your work keeping
our ground equipment running.
Bill will maintain a list of maintenance items and will
delegate willing club members to purchase the
required parts and do any maintenance required.
If you note any ground equipment maintenance that
is required, please advise Bill and he will arrange for
a volunteer to do the actual work. Please keep Bill in
the picture so that we don’t get any unneccessary
duplication of effort. Its not Bill’s job to do all the
work so don’t leave it solely to him.
Bill’s initial list (not necessarily in order of priority or
exclusive) includes:

Mart preparing to take-off in his LS-6 at Mt Beauty.

•

Check the availability of spare flexible exhaust
pipe and connectors (left hand (2) and right hand
(2)) to be kept available for the winch. Mark
Bland is the expert here.

•

Winch carburettor adaptor to fit air cleaner. Gary
Hollonds working on this.

•

Winch tuning and starting improvement.

•

Winch guide rollers need assesment for
replacement. Manfred Rueff is the expert on
this.

•

Winch idle setting.

•

Winch alternator bracket needs redesign and
replacement.

•

Old winch rotating beacon needs to be located
and put back on winch in addition to current
Rotating beacon. Or current rotating beacon
needs high intensity globe fitted.

Michael Sommer Joins
Current world open class champion, Michael
Sommer, landed at Mt Beauty after running out of lift
on a flight from Benalla on 24th November. Since we
were not flying that day he asked the editor to
arrange a relight for him and volunteered to take out
Social membership of MBGC. Your editor and Mart
Bosman duly gave Michael a winch launch and he
soared off to Benalla.
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•

Winch driver’s seat needs proper upholstering /
upgrading.

•

Spare winch cable availability. Mike Pobjoy is
the expert on this.

•

Winch cabin window needs replacing / covering
to exclude weather.

•

Knapsack spray pack for winch and car to be
acquired for fire suppression when current strong
gras growth stops and grass dries out.

•

Winch cable steel plate protector to be acquired
and fitted.

•

Thimbles on parachute need securing. Ian Cohn
to do this.

•

Spare weak link to be located and kept avialble
for sevice. There is one spare weak link in the
Treasuer’s bag. Mike Pobjoy organising this.

•

IS-28 trailer electrics need rewiring. Dave
Jacobson organising this.

•

Decent high quality bolt cutters to be purchased
for cable maintenance. Current bolt cutters need
to be sharpened / adjusted.

•

Winch fuel tank requires assessment for
replacement. Fuel level indicator sticking.

Note that 3 month membership is only available
once. After that Full membership of GFA is required.

MBGC Diary
18th December 2007 - TJ, RH, IC, VW. and CC
crewed to fly the IS28 and Blanik. Conditions were
overcast but with some cumulus and light
northwesterly winds. Max altitude was around 6,500
ft. Total flight time was 4h 47m from 14 flights.
Longest flight time 1h 35m.

Craig Collings with Instructor Rod Harris shortly after Craig's first solo
flight in the IS-28 on the 18th of December.

Winch Radio
Thanks to new member Ted Jenkins, a permanent
UHF radio has been installed in the winch. Thanks
Ted. How about a portable pack including an
appropriate battery for use at the launch point?
Aircraft Maintenance
Rod Harris and Peter Mack fixed a crack in one of
the IS-28 wing tips.
The undercarriage lever in the IS-28 may need
further work to prevent sticky operation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

MBGC Current Fees and Charges
Member
Assoc
GFA
Full
Social
Category
-iate
Visitor
Debenture
$500
$250
Nil
Nil
Joining Fee
$100
$50
Nil
Nil
Annual Fee
$100
$50
$25
Nil
$13 1
Winch Launch
$10
$13
$15
IS-28 Flt Fee
2
$0.50
$0.60
$0.40
$0.50
Per Minute
1
5 launches per annum only - $15 per launch after 5.
2
2 hours per annum only - $0.60/min after 2 hours.

For MBGC members, flight time charges cease for
flight time beyond two hours.
Air Experience flight fees are $60 for winch launch for
the first ten minutes and $2 per minute after that.
Add $50 for Aerotow launch.
GFA membership fees
Annual
Family Annual

$195
$160
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Three Month
Three day

$65
$10

17th December 2007 - TJ, RH, IC, VW. MP, and CC
crewed to fly the IS28 and Blanik. Conditions were
partially overcast with light northwesterly winds. Max
altitude was around 6,500 ft. Total flight time was 6h
43m from 11 flights. Longest flight time 2h 11m.
15th December 2007 - TJ, RH, IC, VW. MP, and CC
crewed to fly the IS28. Conditions were overcast with
rain around midday halting operations. Max altitude
was around 2,400 ft. Total flight time was 21m from 3
flights. Longest flight time 7m.
14th December 2007 - TJ, RH, IC, VW and CC
crewed to fly the Blanik, and IS28. Conditions were
sunny with some cumulus and light winds. Max
altitude was around 7,000 ft. Total flight time was 8h
29m from 7 flights. Longest flight time 2h 15m.
13th December 2007 - TJ, RH, BB, IC, MBn, VW
and CC crewed to fly the Blanik, IS28 and LS6.
Conditions were sunny with some Cumulus and light
winds. Max altitude was around 7,000 ft. Total flight
time was 7h 48m from 10 flights. Longest flight time
2h 19m.
9th December 2007 - MBd, RH, BB, and CC crewed
to fly the Blanik and Pilatus. Total flight time was 4h
17m from 3 flights. Longest flight time 2h 0m.
8th December 2007 - MBn, MBd, AE, and CC
crewed to fly the LS6, IS-28 and Pilatus. Total flight
time was 7h 25m from 3 flights. Longest flight time 3h
23m.
1st December 2007 - MBn, GM, and IC crewed to
fly the IS-28. Conditions were sunny with high cirrus
overcast and a light north-westerly wind. Total flight
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time was 34m from 4 flights. Longest flight time 10m.
Max height 2,600 ft.
29th November 2007 - RH, TJ, BB, and IC crewed
to fly the IS-28. Conditions were sunny with a light
north-westerly wind. Total flight time was 1h
22m from 3 flights. Longest flight time 1h 0m. Max
height 7,000 ft.
25th November 2007 - MBd, CC, RH, MP, BB, and
IC crewed to fly the IS-28, Libelle, Blanik, and
Pilatus. Conditions were sunny with a light northwesterly wind. Total flight time was 11h 14m from 13
flights. Longest flight time 3h 30m. Max height 8,000
ft.
24th November 2007 - Back at Mt Beauty MBn, and
IC crewed to launch MS who had landed due lack of
lift on a flight from Benalla in a Ventus. Conditions
were sunny with little wind. MS managed to get away
after launch, last reported at 5,000 ft and presumably
got back to Benalla.
23rd November 2007 - At Leeton with a heavy
overcast in the morning it was decided to derig the
gliders and depart for home.

18th November 2007 - At Leeton MT, PS, MP, and
MBd crewed to fly the Blanik and Twin Astir.
Conditions were sunny with little wind. Total flight
time was 4h 46m from 5 flights. Longest flight time
2h 00m. Max height 10,100 ft.
17th November 2007 - At Leeton MT, PS, and MBd
crewed to fly the Twin Astir. Conditions were sunny
and calm wind. Total flight time was 6m from 1 flight.
16th November 2007 - IC, GH, DJ, PJ, and MBd
crewed to fly the IS-28, and Pilatus. Conditions were
sunny with a light to moderate north-westerly wind.
There were some usable thermals, available to
around 4,000 ft. Total flight time was 2h 16m from 9
flights. Longest flight time 35m. Max height 3,100 ft.
15th November 2007 - IC, and MBd crewed to fly the
Blanik. Conditions were sunny with a light northwesterly wind. There were thermals to 9,000ft. MBd
out landed the Blanik at Narrandera just missing the
intended destination of Leeton. Total flight time was
4h 36m from 1 flight.
27th October 2007 - IC, PD, BB, MBn, KV, and RH
crewed to fly the IS-28, and Pilatus. Conditions were
sunny with a light north-westerly wind, with high
cirrus overcast. There were no usable
thermals. Total flight time was 1h 15m from 9 flights.
Longest flight time 13m. Max height 2,500 ft.

The Tail End
The Way It Was
By Mike Pobjoy

Ian Cohn Dave Jacobson and Peter Skinner derigging the Pilatus
at Leeton.

22nd November 2007 - At Leeton, more rain and
heavy overcast. DJ, and IC were checked out in the
Leeton Motorfalke. PS, MBd, flew circuits in the
Blanik. Total flight time was 44m from 6 flights.
21st November 2007 - At Leeton there were dust
storms followed by rain. No flying.
20th November 2007 - At Leeton MT, PS, MP, DJ,
IC, and MBd crewed to fly the Blanik, Libelle, Pilatus,
and Twin Astir. Conditions were sunny with little
wind. Total flight time was 13h 03m from 4 flights.
MBd in the Libelle and MP and PS in the Blanik flew
back from Narromine to Leeton. Longest flight time
5h 00m. Max height 12,100 ft.
19th November 2007 - At Leeton MT, PS, MP, DJ,
IC, and MBd crewed to fly the Blanik, Libelle, and
Twin Astir. Conditions were sunny with little wind.
Total flight time was 10h 30m from 5 flights. MBd in
the Libelle and MP and PS in the Blanik flew to
Narromine. Longest flight time 4h 30m. Max height
12,100 ft.
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Blaniks are beautiful! This has been proven over the
last four years when the Mount Beauty Gliding Club
has gone away in November for a summer camp.
Each year the dates have been chosen to coincide
with the Narromine Cup. Each year we have this wild
dream of 3 Blaniks, flying in formation, calling
“Narromine traffic, 10 miles south, 3000, inbound,
Narromine” but each year we only have one Blanik
and each year Golf Yankee Juliet makes it.
On the first year I departed Lockhart with Adam
Bland. On the return flight the weather was poor and
we spent the time between 1500ft and 4500ft finally
landing behind the Shell Truck Stop at West
Wyalong. Very enjoyable and an easy retrieve with
aircon, TV and a menu of meals awaiting your
selection.
Ian Cohn led the next year, again in Golf Yankee
Juliet, and was very well looked after by Beryl Hartley
and Narromine members. His return trip was not
quite so pleasant as the weather turned very wet and
resulted in an out landing. I can remember the water
running out of my shoes as I found myself on the
retrieve crew.
The third year’s flight was also made departing from
Lockhart with Mark Bland and Phil Glasson as the
crew, complete with overnight bags in the luggage
compartment of the Blanik. As crew chief I kept my
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phone handy waiting for news of their safe arrival.
The trailer was connected to the car ready for a quick
departure but once again it was not required. The
return trip the next day was a success though the
weather conditions kept us looking at the sky and our
watches. We were all packed up for the day and
relaxing by the clubhouse when the Blanik appeared
in the late evening gloom. They had been airborne
for a very long time and alllmmmooosssttt too tired
for a beer.

The flight home was quite similar the following day
except the day did not produce very high thermals
but they continued for at least a couple of hours
longer.

It was my turn again for the 4th year. Could I keep up
the perfect track record? The weather forecast was
not too good but at least the forecast included 1012kts of tailwind. I plotted a point 100kms on track as
my go/no-go position or “Chicken out point“. This
was the first day of the camp which was being held at
Leeton this year so it might have been prudent to wait
for better weather.
With a bit of pressure from Mark Bland who told Peter
Skinner to put his overnight gear in the Blanik as he
was going to give me a hand at getting there.
The first launch at about mid day saw a promising
circuit of all down and a relight…..this was watched
by Ian Cohn and Dave Jacobson in Peter’s Twin Astir
glider waiting for the next launch. They then
launched and turned the other way and to find a
climb…. we headed there on our next launch and
climbed away.
The day slowly improved until our final very slow
climb to 10,000ft 100km south of Narromine. The sky
had died and we could hear gliders making their final
glides to Narromine and places short of Narromine!!!!
Now 10,000ft, less airfield height and sensible circuit
in a Blanik does not add up in my calculations, but
wait there’s more. The 10 to 12 kt tailwind was still
with us so it was min sink to best glide speed of 40 to
42 kts for the final 100km. Guess it only fair to let
you calculate the time to circuit……and our final
height.
Once again Mark had flown his Open Libelle there,
and was on the ground after telling Beryl that we
would make it and had arranged details of our
accommodation. The beers were still cold so he is
pretty clued up on the habits and performance of Golf
Yankee Juliet.

The Leeton dust storm the day after our trip back from Narromine.

The rest of the week was so poor that we packed up
and went home by road on the Friday. I guess I just
happened to be the lucky Joe with excellent support.
After note:
If you have a Blanik or two please log on for our 2008
camp next November

Just Another Kiwi Adventure
By Mark Bland
My first taste of gliding in NZ was back in 1984 while
on a RAAF exercise at RNZAF Base Ohakea (near
Palmerston in the Nth Island) where I had a couple of
3200 foot winch launches in a white painted Blanik.
The surrounding area was pretty flat with lush green
fields all around.
Then in the early 90’s on another short stop over I
managed to get a flight in a Twin Astir at RNZAF
Wigram in Christchurch, then home to the Canterbury
gliding club. It was a 40 minute jaunt around the
foothills of the Banks Peninsular and my first ever
experience of ridge flying.
Little did I realise at the time that the instructor who
flew with me, Mike Gray, would meet me again at the
Barron Hilton Ranch in 2002. After that we kept in
touch and he kindly hosted me again in 2005 when I
bought my wife to the South Island for a holiday, and
we had a great flight together in a Janus at the
Canterbury clubs current sight of Hororata (50km
west of Christchurch).
On the following weekend our travels took us to the
Nelson Lakes club where I was made very welcome
and looked after and had a few great soaring flights
in a Ka6. Club president Frank Saxton subsequently
made a visit to our home club of Mt Beauty, and I
could repay some of the hospitality that he showed
us.

Peter Skinner, Mike Pobjoy and Mark Bland at Narromine.
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Earlier this year, Frank informed me that he had just
got his Diamond Height during a visit to Omarama
and when I told him that I still hadn’t achieved it after
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almost 30 years gliding, he said that I should come
over again and he would let me fly his newly acquired
Discus to try and get it. This started about six
months of planning, and as my wife couldn’t get leave
from work I decided to have a pure gliding adventure
and invited Ian Cohn to come with me. The South
Is. Regional competition held in November is
normally prefixed by a week of practice and coaching
by the Canterbury and Nelson members, so this
would be a good opportunity for us to try and do
some wave and real mountain flying. As Frank would
want to fly his own aircraft I decided to try and
organize a glider for Ian and me to share and with a
bit of research located a Libelle at the Gliding South
Club at Five Rivers.

through the rugged Lindis Pass, we suddenly spotted
this beautiful lennie and I was probably driving Ian
mad as I kept telling him to drive a bit faster. Frank
was already at Omarama having a rest day and when
we arrived I was fairly chomping at the bit to get
airborne.

Arriving at Five Rivers on Friday evening, 02 Nov, we
were met by retired gliding instructor, Noel Mair, who
kindly opened the club rooms for us and gave us a
brief on the glider and the oxygen etc. When we
awoke early next morning we couldn’t believe our
eyes, for the sky was filled with classic lenticular
wave clouds. Unfortunately by the time any of the
members turned up most of them were gone and the
wind had dropped off. Five Rivers is pretty close to
the southern end of the South Island and the
strip/farmers paddock slopes away from the bottom
of some fairly large hills. As it was in the middle of
the lambing season the sheep were segregated and
only half the strip was available. This made for quite
a low launch and with no wind only a few circuits
were the order of the day. Not to worry, we had a
whole week to look forward to and the members all
made us feel part of the club and we were both
checked out to drive the winch in case we needed to
launch ourselves the next morning. That night we
were invited to the Club President's house warming
party and feasted on fresh trout and venison.

As we rigged in fairly windy conditions, Frank gave
me a run down on local rules and a few landmarks
and getaway ridges etc. The sky was mostly full of
cumulus and it didn’t seem like a wave day. I
launched at 3 o’clock onto Mt St Cuthbert (Horrible is
its local gliding name), the closest hill. I flew straight
into ridge lift. The radio was full of chatter of people
flying up to Mt Cook in wave up to 18,000 feet.
Horrible is only about 5000 ft high and as I thermalled
over the top and kept pushing forward into wind all I
got was heavy sink. Obviously there was more to
this wave caper than you think! I was reluctant to go
too far across the Omarama Basin and spent about
two hours going back and forth to Horrible.
Eventually I flew across to the Benmore Range (Big
Ben) to the North East and used ridge lift and
thermals up to 8000ft. It was now after six o’clock
and it had been a long day. Most of the other gliders
were heading back. My first flight at this famous site
had been great but I was a bit frustrated that I
couldn’t seem to get as high as the others. Then as I
was considering pulling the pin, I headed off to the
Nth west under a darkish cloud for one last try into
wind. Bingo! The lift smoothed out and I started to
smile. Initially 2-3 kts, it slowly increased to about 5
knots up and passing 10,000 ft I put on the oxygen
mask. My current position had an airspace height
restriction of 17,500 ft and I needed to go about 30km
to the North West near Lake Ohau to go higher. The
hired club glider only had basic equipment and no
transponder.

Marick, George and Mark at Five Rivers.

Omarama with Horrible in the background.

The plan was: that if the next day looked promising
we would stay and try and get some wave flying and
possibly even attempt to fly the glider to Omarama,
even though most thought this to be a bit
adventurous. We awoke to complete overcast and
light drizzle so decided to derig and drive the three
and a half hours up to Omarama hoping for the
weather to improve. As we drove through
Queenstown the rain eased and then at Cromwell
there were some blue patches appearing generating
increasing excitement. Then as we wound our way
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As the cumulus looking clouds started disappearing
beneath me and my little hand held GPS showed a
ground speed of only about 20 knots (airspeed of 70),
I very slowly moved forward. The highest reported
height I’d heard on the radio earlier was only around
17000ft, so I wasn’t really expecting anything special;
still it was amazing all the same. As I got to the Ben
Ohau Range and into the “go to the moon” airspace,
the altimeter just kept going up and the smile just
kept growing. Having to lift the oxy mask off my face
to make a few radio calls, to keep Ian informed was
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rather difficult and I kept doing a reality check to
make sure I wasn’t getting hypoxic. As I got to
20,500ft the lift was still quite strong but as it was
enough for the height diamond and in light of the long
day and the rush to get into the air, I was more than
satisfied and decided to go back. A few photos, and
the gear and brakes out and it still took about 30
minutes to get back.

Frank Saxton congratulating Mark after his high flight.

With a diamond height in the bag on the first day, it
was now Ian’s turn. Unfortunately the rest of the
week didn’t play the game as far as wave was
concerned, but we were blessed with some fantastic
ridge and thermal conditions. I think some of the
Kiwi’s actually prefer some good thermal days as
they take the wave for granted. Gerry O’Neil from
Canterbury and Nelson guru Ivan Evans coached a
group of less experienced pilots and we were able to
join in with their morning briefings before going to the
main weather brief given by GlideOmarama.com’s
(Gavin Wills) Lemmy Tanner.
Most days the thermals went to around 10,000 feet
with some occasional soft wave up to 12-13000ft.
Ian and I alternated in the Libelle and on a couple of
days Frank gave us both a chance to fly his beautiful
Discus. Thanks Frank. Also once the Canterbury
guys got to know us through our nightly kitchen cook
ups, we both got to have a mutual ride with less
experienced Canterbury member, Paul Jackson, in
the Janus. Paul, stopped mountaineering on advice
from his father in law that it was too dangerous, and
persuaded Paul to take up gliding instead.

Some of the rugged terrain near Omarama. Stewart’s Stream
flowing into the Dobson River Mark in Frank’s Discus.
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Flying out of the Omarama Basin and into other
valleys below ridge height was initially a bit daunting
till you realised there was nearly always some sort of
primitive ag strip in one of the valleys. It was just the
thought of a two day car or possibly a helicopter
retrieve that played on your mind. Also trying to
become familiar with all the Mountain Range names
and local lingo made it a bit tough when you were
busy keeping you eyes on the jagged rocky cliffs and
mountain tops and also trying to stay in touch with
Ivan or Gerry who were mostly up at cloud base
zooming along in the DG 808 and 18m LS6
respectively. We did between two and three hundred
kilometers most days and with AAT tasks set it was
easy to cope out and turn short if you were getting
out of your comfort zone. The Ben Ohau Range Nth
of Omarama always seemed to boom with cloud
streets and you could fly along at 80-90 knots for 40
km almost with out turning. To the South the
Dunstan and Hawkdun ranges were also popular with
high speed runs along each quite common. The
furthest west I flew was out to Makaroa at the top of
Lake Wanaka, where the scenery was awesome. On
the same day Gavin Wills and one of his clients flew
to out past Milford Sound over the ocean and back in
the Duo Discus. Amazing!
The following Saturday we were supposed to have
the glider back at Five Rivers but a couple of phone
calls later and we arranged an extra day for me to try
and fly it back. For the first morning in seven days
we awoke to solid overcast and we thought our
efforts to have the glider and extra day were fruitless.
Ivan in his, put shit on Aussie humor, said it would be
the best day and it would burn off. I thought he was
joking but surprisingly he proved right even though
they cancelled the official practice day of the
regionals. The newly arrived competitors were all
being told they should have been here last week.
Anyway about one o’clock it started to break up and I
decided to have one more local fight while Ian got an
offer to have a flight in Frank’s Discus.
Releasing at 1500ft I climbed straight to cloud base
of 6000ft and thought it could be a possibility to at
least fly south to Cromwell, an area I had already
flown to. When a couple of other hot shots decided
to come up and quickly disappeared over the St
Bathans heading south, I followed. South of
Cromwell the mountains get quite serious again and
you have to clear another high pass as well as stay
clear of Queenstown airspace. I spent a bit of time
trying to get high, as I wasn’t prepared to leave glide
range of the Cromwell airfield, unless I had some
reasonable height to see over the Old Woman Range
and along the high Garvie Mountains that went up to
over 6000 feet. Once I left the ridge I would be
committed to a long patch of high ground with a
remote valley either side and only a possible gravel
road to land on for about 30km. As luck would have
it, I eventually found a good climb up past the side of
the 6500’ cloud base, to height of 8500’ and had the
confidence to continue the last 65km to Five Rivers.
In the end, I arrived over Five Rivers quite high and
soared locally for a while waiting for Ian with the
trailer.
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In all we flew over 50 hours between us and had a
fantastic time. The Kiwi’s really looked after us,
especially Bob Martin and the Five Rivers members
and Frank Saxton from the Nelson Lakes Club. Roll
on our next New Zealand Expedition.

Paraglider to Sailplane
Craig Collings, a paraglider pilot of 15 years, gives
his impression on learning to fly sailplanes.
Recently I had the opportunity to be a passenger in
the NSW state gliding champs at Lake Keepit. Being
a keen paraglider pilot I jumped at the opportunity to
experience sailplane gliding competition. The offer
came from the current open class champion Paul
Mander in his dual seat ASH25. The weather
cooperated producing some very good soaring days
seeing us clock up 34 hours over 8 days of flying.
With the inspiration from this experience and with
support from friend Rod Harris, I and two other
paraglider pilots completed a 5 day conversion
course held at Mt Beauty in mid December.

Bill Viv and Craig on the course.

For Ted Jenkins, Viv Williams and I, it was 5 days of
being a student again and being stretched outside of
our comfort zones. Below I offer some one line
comparisons and observations from the competition

Mt Cook from Libelle ZK-GIC in November 2007
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experience and the 5 days of training, learning to fly a
glider and finally going solo on the last day.
- Being a student and learning to fly gliders was and
enjoyable experience largely brought about by
the friendly atmosphere of the Mount Beauty Gliding
Club.
- Being a paraglider pilot doesn't make it easier to
learn takeoffs and landings, but prior experience in
thermals makes it easier to lean how to thermal.
- The reach and performance of a high performance
glider is truly impressive.
- The ease of takeoff and options for landing a
paraglider are equally as impressive.
- All pilots develop and need an appreciation for
weather and the dynamics of the air.
- Paragliders are more susceptible to strong winds
and mechanical turbulence.
- Paragliding is cheaper and more convenient.
- Gliders can fly in a wider range of weather
conditions and generally feel safer than paragliders.
- The relative safety between paragliding and gliding
competitions is probably about the same.
Paragliders risk collapses close to the ground and
glider risk mid air collisions.
- Competition stamina and tactics are very similar
and there will be good cross over between the gliding
disciplines.
- Finally, it was enjoyable and fun to be in a learning
environment again. (For this, glider pilots should try
paragliding or hang gliding).
At the end of the day whether we are hang glider,
paraglider, or sailplane pilots we are all brothers of
the air and we strive for the same things. The
protection of our take off and landing areas and
availability of airspace to glide in.
Thanks to Ian Cohn and Rod Harris for conducting
the course and to Bill Brooks and Mike Pobjoy for
helping out and to Mark Band for giving me a bit of
head start.

Picture – Ian Cohn
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